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Abstract

Cross-lingual transfer has improved greatly
through multi-lingual language model pretrain-
ing, reducing the need for parallel data and
increasing absolute performance. However,
this progress has also brought to light the
differences in performance across languages.
Specifically, certain language families and ty-
pologies seem to consistently perform worse
in these models. In this paper, we address
what effects morphological typology has on
zero-shot cross-lingual transfer for two tasks:
Part-of-speech tagging and sentiment analysis.
We perform experiments on 19 languages from
four language typologies (fusional, isolating,
agglutinative, and introflexive) and find that
transfer to another morphological type gener-
ally implies a higher loss than transfer to an-
other language with the same morphological
typology. Furthermore, POS tagging is more
sensitive to morphological typology than sen-
timent analysis and, on this task, models per-
form much better on fusional languages than
on the other typologies.

1 Introduction

Cross-lingual transfer uses available annotated re-
sources in a source language to learn a model that
will transfer to a target language. Earlier work used
machine translation (Mihalcea et al., 2007), paral-
lel data (Padó and Lapata, 2009), or delexicalized
models (Zeman and Resnik, 2008; McDonald et al.,
2011; Søgaard, 2011) to bridge the gap between
languages. However, recent improvements (Devlin
et al., 2019) have reduced the need for parallel data,
instead relying on multi-lingual language models,
trained on the concatenation of monolingual cor-
pora. Fine-tuning these multilingual language mod-
els on a task in a source language can lead to strong
performance when applied directly to the target-
language task (zero-shot transfer).

This progress has uncovered gaps in perfor-
mance, as transfer is generally easier between simi-
lar languages, and some language families consis-
tently perform worse (Artetxe et al., 2020; Conneau
et al., 2020a). So far, however, the analysis of these
differences has only been anecdotal, rather than
centered as a research question of its own merit.
For these cases, linguistic typology has important
implications, as it gives us ways to quantify the sim-
ilarity of languages along certain variables, such as
shared morphological or syntactic features (Bender,
2013). While previous work has studied the effects
of morphological typology on language modeling
(Gerz et al., 2018; Cotterell et al., 2018; Mielke
et al., 2019), this effect on cross-lingual transfer
has not been looked at in detail.

In this paper we attempt to answer (RQ1) to
what degree morphological typology affects the
performance of state-of-the-art cross-lingual mod-
els, (RQ2) whether morphological typology has a
stronger effect than other variables, e.g., the amount
of data for pretraining the LM or domain mis-
matches between source and target, (RQ3) whether
there is a different effect on a low-level structural
task (POS tagging) vs. a semantic task (sentiment
analysis).

To answer these questions we experiment with
two state-of-the-art cross-lingual models: multilin-
gual BERT and XLM RoBERTa. We fine-tune the
models for part-of-speech tagging and sentiment
analysis on 19 languages from four morpholog-
ically diverse typologies. Our results show that
POS tagging is more sensitive to morphological ty-
pology than sentiment analysis and that the models
perform much better on fusional languages, such
as German, than on the other typologies. We re-
lease the code and data1 in order to reproduce the
experiments and facilitate future work in this area.

1Code and data available at https://github.com/
jerbarnes/typology_of_crosslingual.

https://github.com/jerbarnes/typology_of_crosslingual
https://github.com/jerbarnes/typology_of_crosslingual
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2 Related Work

Cross-lingual transfer has become ubiquitous
in recent years, including cross-lingual POS tag-
ging (Täckström et al., 2013; Huck et al., 2019)
and cross-lingual sentiment analysis (Mihalcea
et al., 2007; Balahur and Turchi, 2014; Barnes and
Klinger, 2019). While earlier research focused
on annotation projection (Yarowsky et al., 2001;
Banea et al., 2008) or cross-lingual embeddings
(Kim et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2017; Barnes
et al., 2018b), multi-lingual pretraining currently
leads to state-of-the-art results (Devlin et al., 2019;
Lample and Conneau, 2019). These approaches
rely on training transformer-based language mod-
els (Vaswani et al., 2017) on unlabeled data from
multiple languages, while using careful data selec-
tion methods to avoid the over-representation of
larger languages.

Although these approaches have led to large im-
provements on many cross-lingual tasks, it is clear
that the success of zero-shot cross-lingual trans-
fer depends on the typological similarity of the
source and target language (Conneau et al., 2020b;
Libovický et al., 2020). Pires et al. (2019) find
POS performance correlates with word order fea-
tures taken from the World Atlas of Language
Structures (WALS) database (Dryer and Haspel-
math, 2013). Similarly, morphologically com-
plex languages tend to achieve poorer performance
(Artetxe et al., 2020; Conneau et al., 2020a).

Similar to this work, Lauscher et al. (2020) per-
form zero-shot and few-shot transfer on 20 lan-
guages and 5 tasks. However, the choice of lan-
guages does not allow one to answer what is the
effect of morphological typology.

The effect of morphological typology on NLP
tasks is well known (Ponti et al., 2019), with several
dedicated workshop series (Nicolai et al., 2020;
Zampieri et al., 2018). More recently, attention has
turned to larger scale analyses of morphological
typology effects on language modeling (Gerz et al.,
2018; Cotterell et al., 2018; Mielke et al., 2019).

In contrast to these previous works, we are inter-
ested in how morphological typology affects cross-
lingual transfer for two supervised tasks, namely
part of speech (POS) tagging and sentiment anal-
ysis. We choose these two tasks as 1) they both
have data available in typologically diverse lan-
guages, and 2) represent a lower-level structural
and higher-level semantic task, respectively. Our
experimental setup reduces some of the complexity

of comparing test results across languages, as we
compare relative differences, instead of absolute
differences. At the same time, it is necessary to
take into account several other variables, i.e., pres-
ence of the language in pretraining, the amount
of training data, the effect of byte-pair tokeniza-
tion, the length of train and test examples, and any
domain mismatches across languages.

Although it is a simplification of the variation in
morphological features (Plank, 1999), languages
have traditionally been grouped into four morpho-
logical categories, i.e., isolating, fusional, introflex-
ive, and agglutinative.2 These categories describe
a language’s tendency to group concepts together
into a single word or disperse them into separate
words. Pure isolating languages have maximally
one morpheme per word. In agglutinative lan-
guages, morphemes tend to be neatly segmentable
and carry a single feature, whereas in fusional lan-
guages, a single morpheme often carries multi-
ple grammatic, syntactic, and semantic features.
Finally, in introflexive languages root words are
based on consonant stems, where vowels intro-
duced around and between them lead to syntactic
and semantic changes (see Plank (1999); Bickel
and Nichols (2005); Gerz et al. (2018) for a more
in-depth discussion).

3 Data

We select five languages from each category ex-
cept introflexive (four), shown in Table 1. A
short example sentence in a fusional (Norwegian
○ no ), isolating (Indonesian é in ), agglutinative

(Basque � eu ), and introflexive (Maltese � mt )
language with glosses and translation in English is
shown in Example 1.

(1) ○ no

é in

� eu

� mt

Buss-en

bus-DEF.ART

Bus

bus

Autobus-a

bus-DEF.ART

Ix-xarabank

DEF.ART-bus

kom

come:PERF

itu

that

berandu

late

waslet

come:PERF

sen-t

late-ADV

datang

come

etorri

come:PCP

tard

late

terlambat

late

zen

PRT.3S

‘The bus came late.’

2We use the following color combinations to de-
note é isolating , � agglutinative , � introflexive , and

○ fusional languages.
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Type Language Part-of-Speech Sentiment Analysis
train dev test train dev test

○ Fusional German 38,102 18,434 18,459 6,444 772 1,490
○ Fusional Spanish 14,305 1,654 1,721 1,029 147 296
○ Fusional Slovak 8,483 1,060 1,061 3,560 522 1,042
○ Fusional Norwegian 15,696 2,409 1,939 2,675 516 417
○ Fusional Greek 1,662 403 456 5,936 383 767
é Isolating Mandarin 3,997 500 500 12,348 2,591 4,896
é Isolating Vietnamese 1,400 800 800 2,384 331 685
é Isolating Thai 0 0 1,000 8,103 1,153 2,344
é Isolating Cantonese 0 0 1,004 28,204 4,459 8,915
é Isolating Indonesian 4,477 559 557 7,926 1,132 2,266
� Agglutinative Finnish 12,217 1,364 1,555 4,432 633 1,267
� Agglutinative Basque 5,396 1,798 1,799 789 113 227
� Agglutinative Korean 23,010 2,066 2,287 36,000 1,333 2,667
� Agglutinative Japanese 7,027 501 543 9,831 1,677 2,552
� Agglutinative Turkish 3,664 988 983 4,486 105 211
� Introflexive Arabic 6,075 909 680 2,468 353 706
� Introflexive Hebrew 5,241 484 491 6,621 1,184 2305
� Introflexive Algerian 997 136 143 564 75 92
� Introflexive Maltese 1,123 433 518 595 85 171

Table 1: Number of examples for each task, language and dataset

3.1 Part-of-speech
We obtain the data for the part-of-speech tagging
task from the Universal Dependencies project (Ze-
man et al., 2020), which currently gathers data
annotated with universal POS tags for more than
90 languages, although there are differences in size
and domain. For Algerian we use the annotations
from Seddah et al. (2020). We found no training
sets available for Thai and Cantonese, hence we
use them for testing only. For more details on these
datasets, see Table 5 in the Appendix.

3.2 Sentiment Analysis
For sentiment analysis, however, there is no cen-
tralized repository of similar data. Therefore, we
collect data from a number of sources and process

3Including https://github.com/
dimitrakatseli/review_sentiment_analysis

4https://github.com/ljw9609/
SentimentAnalysis

5https://github.com/e9t/nsmc
6https://github.com/Darkmap/japanese_

sentiment
7Including https://github.com/ozturkaslii/

analyze-turkish-sentiment

them to create binary (positive, negative) sentence-
level sentiment datasets. For convenience, we list
the origin of each dataset in Table 2 and their full
characteristics in Table 6 in the Appendix.

4 Methods

We fine-tune both multilingual BERT (mBERT)
(Xu et al., 2019) and XLM RoBERTa (XLM-R)
(Conneau et al., 2020a) models on the available
training data in each language, using a shared set of
hyperparameters selected from recommended val-
ues according to the characteristics of our data. We
set the learning rate to 2e-5, maximum sequence
length of 256, batch size of 8 or 168, and perform
early stopping once the validation score has not
improved in the last epochs, saving the model that
performs best on the dev set. We then test each
model on all languages, giving us a matrix of test
scores, where the diagonal is in-language, and all
others are cross-lingual. We use accuracy as our
metric for POS and macro F1 for sentiment, as the
latter often contains unbalanced classes, and define

8Depending on the size of the training set, model architec-
ture and available GPU memory.

https://github.com/dimitrakatseli/review_sentiment_analysis
https://github.com/dimitrakatseli/review_sentiment_analysis
https://github.com/ljw9609/SentimentAnalysis
https://github.com/ljw9609/SentimentAnalysis
https://github.com/e9t/nsmc
https://github.com/Darkmap/japanese_sentiment
https://github.com/Darkmap/japanese_sentiment
https://github.com/ozturkaslii/analyze-turkish-sentiment
https://github.com/ozturkaslii/analyze-turkish-sentiment
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Language Data Origin

○ German Wojatzki et al. (2017)
○ Spanish Agerri et al. (2013)
○ Slovak Pecar et al. (2019)
○ Norwegian Øvrelid et al. (2020)
○ Greek 3 Kalamatianos et al. (2015)

Tsakalidis et al. (2018)
é Mandarin Github repository4

é Vietnamese Cuong et al. (2016)
é Thai bact’ et al. (2019)
é Cantonese Xiang (2019)
é Indonesian Purwarianti and Crisdayanti

(2019)
� Finnish Lindén et al. (2020)
� Basque Barnes et al. (2018a)
� Korean Github repository5

� Japanese Github repository6

� Turkish 7 Pontiki et al. (2016)
� Arabic Abdulla et al. (2013)

Nabil et al. (2015)
� Hebrew Amram et al. (2018)
� Algerian Touileb and Barnes (2021)
� Maltese Dingli and Sant (2016)

Cortis and Davis (2019)

Table 2: Origin of the data for sentiment analysis.

a baseline as the result of predicting the majority
class.

5 Results

Once our scores matrix is built, we average9 the
score of each fine-tuned model, which we refer to
as language-to-language cross-lingual scores, over
the other languages in each morphological group,
thus obtaining each model’s average cross-lingual
performance per target group (language-to-group
cross-lingual scores). Next, we average again for
each source language group. This yields the aver-
age cross-lingual performance values per training
and testing language groups (group-to-group cross-
lingual scores), which we report in Table 3.

In the part-of-speech task, the best group-to-
group cross-lingual performance always corre-
sponds to models fine-tuned in a language of

9Note that, throughout this paper, when we average across
morphological groups, we do so with a weighted average so
that all groups are equally represented regardless of how many
languages they include.

the same morphological group, regardless of the
model’s architecture. Fusional models, in particu-
lar, obtain a remarkably higher score when tested
on other fusional languages (over 80%). On the
other hand, the group-to-group cross-lingual scores
where the target language is introflexive are consid-
erably lower than the rest (always below 50%).

In contrast, both model architectures show dif-
ferent patterns in the sentiment analysis task. For
the XLM-R models, the best group-to-group cross-
lingual scores are all achieved by those trained
on a fusional language, while for the mBERT it is
mainly models trained on an isolating language that
achieve the best scores. In any case, all scores are
within a similar range of values. In fact, the main
difference in this task seems to be due to XLM-R’s
considerably higher scores.

In order to capture the cross-lingual phenomenon
more accurately, we introduce transfer loss, a rela-
tive metric defined in Equation 1:

TLx→y = Sx→x − Sx→y (1)

where TLx→y is the transfer loss experienced by
a model fine-tuned in language x when transfer-
ring to language y (language-to-language transfer
loss) and Sx→y is the score10 achieved when test-
ing a model fine-tuned in language x on language y.
Thus, it is a measure of the performance lost in the
zero-shot transfer process: the better the transfer
between both languages, the lower it will be.

We also define its averaged variants:

TLx→A = Sx→x −
1

NA

∑
i∈A
i 6=x

Sx→i (2)

TLA→B =
1

NA

∑
i∈A

TLi→B (3)

where TLx→A denotes the average transfer loss
from language x to languages belonging to morpho-
logical type A (language-to-group transfer loss),
TLA→B refers to the average transfer loss experi-
enced by languages from morphological group A
to languages from group B (group-to-group trans-
fer loss) and NA is the number of languages (other
than x) included in the experiment that belong to
group A. Table 4 shows the resulting group-to-
group transfer loss values for each task.

10The score metric will depend on the task: accuracy in
POS and macro F1 in sentiment analysis.
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Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 81.2 82.3 63.6 65.2 61.3 62.4 65.8 65.8
é Isolating 52.8 58.2 55.0 60.3 52.9 58.4 51.5 57.3
� Agglutinative 59.4 61.8 57.4 60.1 61.3 65.0 56.4 57.8
� Introflexive 43.2 43.5 40.7 40.6 39.1 39.3 46.6 45.6

Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 56.7 74.3 57.9 69.1 59.2 70.9 50.2 58.7
é Isolating 50.5 76.2 59.9 71.3 55.6 75.4 41.9 52.8
� Agglutinative 53.8 77.5 55.9 69.1 54.7 72.7 45.7 60.8
� Introflexive 50.0 60.7 54.2 58.2 52.4 59.4 49.9 55.2

Table 3: Group-to-group cross-lingual accuracy scores (%) in part-of-speech tagging (top) and macro F1 scores
(%) in sentiment analysis (bottom) for each fine-tuning (column) and testing (row) morphological group, and each
model architecture. Maximum values in each test group and architecture are highlighted. Higher is better.

Models fine-tuned in all groups except agglutina-
tive experience the lowest performance drop when
transferring to fusional languages in the part-of-
speech task, whereas in the sentiment analysis task
there is no clear pattern. It is also worth noting
that the XLM-R models tend to transfer better com-
pared to mBERT, only slightly in part-of-speech
tagging but more drastically in sentiment analysis.
Additionally, the cases of worst transfer happen
when the target language is introflexive (especially
for XLM-R).

Next, to address RQ1 more directly, we com-
pare two different types of transfer: intra-group
transfer, where both the fine-tuning and target lan-
guages belong to the same morphological group,
and inter-group transfer, where the two differ in
morphological type. We calculate an average for
both types of transfer and for each training group,
model architecture and task. We present the result-
ing values in Figure 1.

Generally, transfer to another morphological
type implies a higher cost in terms of performance,
except for the introflexive models. This difference
in transfer loss appears to be similar for all groups
in the sentiment task, yet it varies considerably in
the part-of-speech task. More specifically, there
are two extremes in this latter case: fusional mod-
els suffer large performance drops when switching
morphological groups, whereas isolating models
experience similar transfer losses in both condi-
tions.

Finally, we average again to obtain a single trans-

fer loss value for each task and model, and use it
to establish a comparison in Figure 2. Here we
observe that: (1) the difference in transfer loss
between an intra-group and inter-group transfer
is higher on the part-of-speech task, (2) transfer
is also generally worse on this task11, (3) XLM-
R models perform better cross-lingual transfers
in general (especially on the sentiment analysis
task), and (4) the difference between intra-group
and inter-group transfer is similar on both model
architectures.

6 Analysis

In this section, we run several statistical tests to ver-
ify our conclusion to RQ1 and detail several points
of analysis that relate to RQ2 and RQ3. Namely, to
what degree do other variables contribute to effects
on cross-lingual transfer.

6.1 Testing the effect of transfer type
We run a set of statistical tests to validate the ob-
servations made from Figure 2 in Section 5. In
the part-of-speech tagging task, an analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) reveals there is a statistically sig-
nificant, although weak, difference in transfer loss
between the intra- and inter-group conditions, for
both model architectures (η2 ≈ 0.06, p < 0.01
in both cases). In contrast, a Kruskal-Wallis anal-
ysis of variance12 finds no significant difference

11Strictly speaking, we use different metrics for both tasks,
which are not necessarily comparable.

12The normality condition for ANOVA is not met.
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Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 16.6 15.3 28.8 27.7 34.2 33.2 26.3 26.7
é Isolating 45.0 39.4 37.4 32.6 42.6 37.2 40.6 35.2
� Agglutinative 38.5 35.8 34.9 32.8 34.3 30.5 35.7 34.7
� Introflexive 54.6 54.2 51.7 52.3 56.5 56.3 45.5 46.9

Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 26.5 13.5 31.2 22.8 26.5 19.4 33.0 22.7
é Isolating 32.7 11.6 29.2 20.6 30.1 15.0 41.3 28.6
� Agglutinative 29.4 10.3 33.2 22.8 31.0 17.7 37.5 20.6
� Introflexive 33.2 27.1 34.9 33.8 33.3 31.0 33.3 26.3

Table 4: Group-to-group transfer loss (in percentage points) in the part-of-speech tagging (top) and sentiment
analysis (bottom) tasks for each fine-tuning (column) and testing (row) language’s morphological group, as well
as each model architecture. Minimum values in each fine-tuning group and architecture are highlighted. Lower is
better.
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Transfer Type
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mBERT

Train Group
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Isolating

Agglutinative

Introflexive

Intra-Group Inter-Group
Transfer Type
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XLM-R

Intra- and Inter-Group Transfer Losses in Part-of-Speech

Intra-Group Inter-Group
Transfer Type
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s

mBERT

Train Group

Fusional

Isolating

Agglutinative

Introflexive

Intra-Group Inter-Group
Transfer Type

12

14
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18

20

22

24

26

28
XLM-R

Intra- and Inter-Group Transfer Losses in Sentiment Analysis

Figure 1: Average transfer loss (in percentage points) to other languages of the same group (intra-group) and to
languages that belong to the other groups (inter-group) in the part-of-speech tagging (top) and sentiment analysis
(bottom) tasks. Lower is better.

between the two types of transfer in the sentiment
analysis task, in neither mBERT or XLM-R mod-
els (p > 0.01 in both cases). We also test for
differences in transfer loss between model archi-
tectures and find a significant difference in the sen-
timent analysis task (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.01),

but not in the part-of speech tagging task (ANOVA,
p > 0.01). This is all consistent with our previous
observations.
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Intra-Group Inter-Group
Transfer Type

20

25

30

35

40
T

ra
ns

fe
r

L
os

s

Intra-/Inter-group Transfer: Task and Model Comparison

Model

mBERT

XLM-R

Task

Part-of-Speech

Sentiment Analysis

Figure 2: Comparison across tasks of the average trans-
fer loss (in percentage points) to other languages of the
same group (intra-group) and to languages that belong
to the other groups (inter-group). Lower is better.

6.2 Linear regression model for transfer loss
Additionally, we model language-to-language
transfer loss with a linear regression model, using
transfer type, as well as other variables, as possi-
ble predictors. This allows us to (a) test whether
the intra-/inter-group difference retains its statisti-
cal significance in the presence of other variables
and (b) evaluate its effect in comparison to other
predictors.

First, we select a set of variables that might be
relevant in cross-lingual transfer, and remove those
that are highly correlated with the rest to avoid
multicollinearity in the model (see Table 7 in the
Appendix for the final list of selected variables).
We standardize all of the remaining features so that
their units are comparable and, consequently, so
are their regression coefficients.

Again, we find transfer type (intra-/inter-group)
to be a significant predictor in both regression mod-
els for part-of-speech tagging (p < 0.01), but not
in sentiment analysis. In the former case, it has
the second strongest effect with a standardized co-
efficient of 8.613, the first being presence of the
target language in pretraining with a coefficient of
-25.9. In other words, transferring to a language on
which the model has not been pretrained implies
an additional performance drop of 25.9 percentage
points, while transferring to another morphological
group incurs an additional 8.6.

The remaining predictors for this task are aver-
age test example length (measured in tokens, co-
efficient of 4.0) and in-language score (3.3). The
first is a complex variable because differences in
text length can be due to their domain or to the lan-

13Since the regression models for mBERT and XLM-R are
quite similar, we report the averaged coefficients here.

guages themselves but, in either case, its coefficient
confirms our intuition that longer sequences gener-
ally make the task more difficult. The second could
indicate some overfitting to the fine-tuning lan-
guage, as higher in-language score entails slightly
poorer transfer.

XLM-R adds another predictor: the proportion
of words that have been split into subword tokens
in the test data (2.1). This variable is related to the
size of the pretraining corpus for each language14:
a richer pretraining vocabulary will ensure more
words are considered frequent during Byte Pair
Encoding and, therefore, assigned a single token,
instead of being broken down into subword tokens
by the tokenizer. This means that high-resource
languages will have a lower word split probability
and, hence, it will be slightly easier to transfer
to them. However, it is worth pointing out that
this bias has little effect and is only statistically
significant in XLM-R.

In the case of sentiment analysis, relevant pre-
dictors are: presence of the fine-tuning (coefficient
of -11.8 for mBERT and -18.7 for XLM-R) and
target (-10.3 and -16.3) languages in pretraining, in-
language score (6.8 and 6.5), proportion of words
split into subword tokens in the training data (3.3
and 2.7) and proportion of examples labeled as
positive in the test set (-2.8, XLM-R only).

Curiously, sentiment analysis is more sensitive
to variables related to the training data compared
to part-of-speech tagging, whereas sequence length
only affects the latter. On the other hand, language
inclusion in pretraining and in-language score are
useful predictors in both tasks, yet the former is
far stronger in POS and the latter is more relevant
in sentiment analysis. In summary, we verify that
transferring to a different morphological type has a
relevant effect in part-of-speech tagging but not in
sentiment analysis, regardless of the model archi-
tecture.

6.3 Testing pretrained languages only
Given the considerable effect pretraining seems to
have on transfer loss (discussed in Section 6.2), we
re-evaluate our results after removing the languages
that were not present during the pretraining of ei-
ther of the two model architectures (Cantonese,
Algerian and Maltese) and check whether there
are relevant differences with our previous results.

14In fact, we do not include pretraining data size as a pre-
dictor because of its correlation with the variable in question.
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Figure 3: Comparison across tasks of the average trans-
fer loss (in percentage points) to other languages of
the same group (intra-group) and to languages that
belong to the other groups (inter-group) after remov-
ing languages that were not present during pretraining
(top) and after balancing in-language scores (bottom).
Lower is better.

Of course, we observe an improvement in cross-
lingual scores involving either an isolating or an
introflexive language, because these are the groups
the excluded languages belong to. Overall, how-
ever, re-running the statistical tests does not modify
our previous conclusions (see Figure 3).

6.4 Balanced in-language scores
Since in-language score is relevant in all regression
models considered in 6.2 (and the value of transfer
loss is relative to it), we decide to re-train all mod-
els, this time preventing them from increasing said
score above a fixed threshold value (we choose the
minimum in-language score achieved previously in
each task and model architecture) and re-evaluate
our previous conclusions.

The intra-/inter-group difference in transfer loss
is still statistically significant in part-of-speech tag-
ging and not in sentiment analysis. Similarly, there
is still a statistically significant difference in trans-
fer loss between both models only in the sentiment
analysis task. All of this can be seen in Figure 3.
The only remarkable difference is in the part-of-
speech task, where the average inter-group transfer

loss values for all morphological groups seem to
converge to the same value (see Figure 5 in the
Appendix). For more information, see Figures 5
and 6, as well as Tables 8 and 9, all of which can
be found in the Appendix.

6.5 Effect of training data size
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Figure 4: Average cross-lingual score achieved by mod-
els trained with varying German part-of-speech (top)
and Korean sentiment (bottom) data sizes. Higher is
better.

We also test the effect that training with consid-
erably more data has on cross-lingual transfer. We
select two languages, each with around 150,000
examples available: German for the part-of-speech
tagging task and Korean for sentiment analysis. We
train four models with increasingly more data and
then test them on all languages.

In German, we notice an important decline in
cross-lingual scores when increasing data size from
80,000 to 150,000 examples (see Figure 4). More
specifically, in mBERT models there is an average
decrease of 15.6 and 9.0 points when the cross-
lingual transfer is intra- and inter-group, respec-
tively. In XLM-R, the corresponding values are
25.4 and 19.5. Hence, it appears that a phenomenon
of language specialization takes place, one to which
XLM-R is more susceptible and that has more im-
portant consequences in intra-group transfer. To
ensure this is a language and not a domain/dataset
specialization, we test these models on another
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German dataset (PUD) and find no decrease in per-
formance.

In contrast, average Korean cross-lingual scores
remain relatively constant (see Figure 4). There-
fore, the language specialization phenomenon
could be more characteristic of part-of-speech tag-
ging than sentiment analysis.

6.6 Domain effects
Conneau et al. (2020b) find that domain mismatch
in pretraining of multilingual LMs is more prob-
lematic than domain mismatch in fine-tuning. Yet
given the variety of domains present in the sen-
timent data, we decided to test its effect. Proxy
A-distance (Glorot et al., 2011) measures the gen-
eralization error of a linear SVM trained to dis-
criminate between two domains. We translate
1000 sentences from each dataset to English us-
ing GoogleTranslate and then compute the proxy
A-distance.15 For POS tagging, there are small but
insignificant negative effects of proxy A-distance
on results for both models (a Pearson coefficient
of -0.07, p > 0.01 and -0.07, p > 0.01 for mBERT
and XLM-R, respectively). On the sentiment task,
there is no significant domain effect for mBERT
(-0.06, p > 0.01), while there is a small negative
effect for XLM-R (-0.27, p < 0.01). This suggests
that most of the transfer loss is not due to domain
mismatch.

7 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we have conducted an extensive
analysis of the effects of morphological typology
on cross-lingual transfer and attempted to isolate
these factors from other variables. We have com-
pared performance of two state-of-the-art zero-shot
cross-lingual models on two tasks (part-of-speech
tagging and sentiment analysis) for 19 languages
across four morphological typologies. We have
found that transfer to another morphological type
generally implies a higher performance loss than
transfer to another language with the same morpho-
logical typology. Additionally, part-of-speech tag-
ging is more sensitive to morphological differences
than sentiment analysis, while sentiment analysis is
more sensitive to variables related to the fine-tuning
data and is less predictable in general.

We have tested this sensitivity to morphology
after balancing other influential factors, such as

15Implementation adapted from the code avail-
able at https://github.com/rpryzant/
proxy-a-distance.

in-language score, and, still, the intra-/inter-group
difference remains. However, the effect of morpho-
logical typology, while significant, is not strong,
given that most of the variability in transfer loss is
due to other factors.

We have also confirmed that XLM-R generally
transfers better than mBERT, especially on sen-
timent analysis. In part-of-speech tagging, we
have reported considerably better transfer within
fusional languages, as well as easier transfer from
the other groups towards the fusional type. More-
over, we have found a case that suggests that fine-
tuning on large training sets might lead to language
specialization and, consequently, be detrimental to
cross-lingual transfer.

It is worth noting that we do not explore whether
the type of script used by the languages has an
effect on cross-lingual transfer. This is hard to
control in our experimental setup, as there are some
scripts that are either unique to a language or only
have one with enough data to represent it, making
it impossible to make comparisons.

The recent cross-lingual suite Xtreme (Hu et al.,
2020) includes a number of benchmark tasks in 40
languages. While this dataset is a useful collection
of cross-lingual tasks, it is unfortunately not suffi-
cient for our purposes. The POS data is the same
as we use, while other tasks either a) do not contain
a representative sample of language typologies b)
use translation, introducing problems of ‘transla-
tionese’, or c) are automatically created and not
manually curated Named Entity Recognition data.
Our experimental setup avoids these problems by
focusing on binary sentiment analysis, which is
a task that has data available in many languages
and does not require translation to get multilingual
data.

Finally, this work ties in with the increasing in-
terest in typological questions in NLP (Takamura
et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2019; Bjerva et al., 2019;
Nooralahzadeh et al., 2020; Bjerva and Augenstein,
2021), which often try to directly predict typologi-
cal features, or use these to analyze model perfor-
mance.

In the future, it would be interesting to train
multi-lingual language models on specific language
families in order to find maximal benefits from
shared morphology. Finally, as typology seems to
affect tasks differently, it would be interesting to
explore other tasks, e.g., dependency parsing or
semantic role labeling.

https://github.com/rpryzant/proxy-a-distance
https://github.com/rpryzant/proxy-a-distance
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A Appendix

Language Dataset Domain

○ German HDT (subset) News
○ Spanish AnCora News
○ Slovak SNK News, Literature
○ Norwegian Bokmaal NDT News
○ Greek GDT Parliament, Wikipedia, Web
é Mandarin GSD Wikipedia
é Vietnamese VTB News
é Thai PUD News, Wikipedia
é Cantonese HK Movies, Parliament
é Indonesian CSUI News
� Finnish TDT Many
� Basque BDT News
� Korean Kaist Literature, News, Academic
� Japanese GSD News, Web
� Turkish IMST News, Literature
� Arabic PADT News
� Hebrew HTB News
� Algerian NArabizi Web, Lyrics
� Maltese MUDT Many

Table 5: Detailed description of the data used in part-of-speech tagging.
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Language Text Type Domain Annotation Examples Train % Dev/Test %

○ German Social media Trains Manual 8706 100 100
○ Spanish Reviews Hotels Manual 1472 100 100
○ Slovak Reviews Services Manual 5124 100 100
○ Norwegian Reviews Many Manual 3608 100 100
○ Greek Social media Politics Manual 661 3 39

Social media Many Manual 519 5 22
Reviews Mobile phones User scores 5906 92 39

é Mandarin Reviews Many User scores 19835 100 100
é Vietnamese Reviews Technology Manual 3400 100 100
é Thai Social media Product reviews Manual 11600 100 100
é Cantonese Reviews Food User scores 41578 100 100
é Indonesian Reviews Many Manual 11324 100 100
� Finnish Social media Many Manual 6332 100 100
� Basque Reviews Food/lodging Manual 1129 100 100
� Korean Reviews Movies User scores 40000 100 100
� Japanese Reviews Many User scores 14060 100 100
� Turkish Reviews Food Manual 1052 16 100

Reviews Many User scores 3750 84 0
� Arabic Social media Many Manual 1589 45 45

Social media Many Manual 1951 55 55
� Hebrew Social media Politics Manual 10110 100 100
� Algerian Social media Many Manual 731 100 100
� Maltese Social media Many Manual 718 84 84

Social media Politics Manual 133 16 16

Table 6: Detailed description of the data used in sentiment analysis. ”Train %” and ”Dev/Test %” indicate what
percentage of the language’s training and validation/test data, respectively, comes from the dataset in question.
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Figure 5: Average transfer loss (in percentage points) to other languages of the same group (intra-group) and
to languages that belong to the other groups (inter-group) in the part-of-speech tagging task after balancing in-
language scores. Lower is better.
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Predictor Language Task

In-language score Train Both
Average example length (tokens) Train Both
Average example length (tokens) Test Both
Included in pretraining Train Both
Included in pretraining Test Both
Words split into subword tokens (%) Train Both
Words split into subword tokens (%) Test Both
Proportion of positive examples Train SA
Proportion of positive examples Test SA
Transfer type (intra-group/inter-group) - Both

Table 7: Variables considered in the linear regression model after eliminating multicollinearity. ”Language” indi-
cates whether the predictor was measured on the fine-tuning language (train) or the target language (test), ”SA”
stands for sentiment analysis.

Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 67.6 71.3 51.8 51.4 51.0 52.0 54.2 54.1
é Isolating 46.5 51.9 48.8 49.2 47.5 49.6 45.7 47.0
� Agglutinative 54.4 55.2 53.3 50.9 55.2 54.8 49.7 46.7
� Introflexive 39.9 41.9 37.4 36.7 36.9 34.8 42.2 43.2

Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 48.3 42.8 46.5 45.4 45.4 44.5 41.7 42.4
é Isolating 49.8 44.2 51.9 43.0 37.6 42.1 36.3 43.0
� Agglutinative 46.4 47.1 48.0 50.7 40.1 47.3 41.6 43.5
� Introflexive 48.0 42.6 45.5 41.8 43.4 45.4 45.0 45.2

Table 8: Group-to-group cross-lingual accuracy scores (%) for part-of-speech tagging (top) and macro F1 scores
(%) in the sentiment analysis task (bottom) (after balancing in-language scores) for each fine-tuning (column)
and testing (row) morphological group, and each model architecture. Maximum values in each test group and
architecture are highlighted. Higher is better.
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Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 14.9 12.0 31.0 31.3 30.4 29.9 28.0 28.8
é Isolating 36.0 31.5 34.0 33.5 33.8 32.4 36.5 35.9
� Agglutinative 28.1 28.2 29.6 31.8 26.1 27.2 32.5 36.2
� Introflexive 42.6 41.5 45.5 46.0 44.5 47.2 40.0 39.7

Train ○ Fusional é Isolating � Agglutinative � Introflexive
Test mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R mBERT XLM-R

○ Fusional 21.4 20.0 24.5 16.1 25.3 18.0 28.8 20.1
é Isolating 19.9 18.6 19.1 18.5 33.1 20.5 34.2 19.4
� Agglutinative 23.3 15.7 23.0 10.7 30.5 15.2 28.9 19.0
� Introflexive 21.7 20.2 25.5 19.6 27.3 17.1 25.4 17.3

Table 9: Group-to-group transfer loss (in percentage points) in POS (top) and sentiment analysis (bottom) tasks (af-
ter balancing in-language scores) for each fine-tuning (column) and testing (row) language’s morphological group,
as well as each model architecture. Minimum values in each fine-tuning group and architecture are highlighted.
Lower is better.
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Figure 6: Average transfer loss (in percentage points) to other languages of the same group (intra-group) and to
languages that belong to the other groups (inter-group) in the sentiment analysis task after balancing in-language
scores. Lower is better.


